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Abstract

Recently, there has been increasing in-
terest in the intersection of computer vi-
sion and natural language processing. Re-
searchers have studied several interesting
tasks, including generating text descrip-
tions from images and videos and lan-
guage embedding of images. More re-
cent work has further extended the scope
of this area to combine videos and lan-
guage, learning to solve non-visual tasks
using visual cues, visual question answer-
ing, and visual dialog. Despite a large
body of research on the intersection of
vision-language technology, its adaption
to the medical domain is not fully ex-
plored. To address this research gap, we
aim to develop machine learning models
that can reason jointly on medical images
and clinical text for advanced search, re-
trieval, annotation and description of med-
ical images.

1 Introduction

Integrating information from various modalities
is deeply rooted in human lives. Humans com-
bine vision, language, speech and touch to ac-
quire knowledge about the world and comprehend
the world (Hall and McKevitt, 1995). Vision and
Language are the most common ways of express-
ing our knowledge about the world. Both Com-
puter Vision (CV) and Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) demonstrated successful results on var-
ious general purpose tasks such as image classi-
fication, object detection, semantic segmentation,
and machine translation. Although research at the
intersection of CV and NLP is gaining pace, its
applications to healthcare are still under-explored.
The success of Artificial Intelligence (AI) tech-

nologies in general purpose tasks is mainly at-
tributed to publicly available large-scale datasets,
enhanced compute power due to rise of Graph-
ics Processing Units (GPUs), and due to advance-
ments in Machine Learning (ML) algorithms and
its various architectures. One of the biggest hur-
dles in deploying ML (especially Deep Learning)
models in healthcare is a lack of annotated data.
Although it is easy to get annotated data for gen-
eral purpose tasks by crowdsourcing, it is almost
impossible for medical data because of limited ex-
pertise, privacy and ethical issues. On the pos-
itive side, a lot of medical data in the form of
medical images and accompanying text reports is
stored in hospitals’ Picture Archival and Commu-
nication Systems (PACS). For instance, Beth Is-
rael Deaconnes Medical Center (Harvard) gener-
ates approximately 20 terabytes of image data and
one terabyte of text data per year (Mastanduno,
2017). Also, the drive toward structured reporting
in radiology definitely enhance NLP accuracy (Cai
et al., 2016). Interpreting medical images and
summarising them in natural text is a challeng-
ing, complex and tedious task. Various research
studies show that the general rate of missed radi-
ological findings can be as much as 30% (Berlin,
2001; Berlin and Hendrix, 1998). These errors are
mainly due to limited expertise, increasing patient
volumes, the subjectivity of human perception, fa-
tigue, and inability to locate critical and subtle
findings (Sohani, 2013). Based on a recent esti-
mate one billion radiology examinations are per-
formed worldwide annually. This equates to about
40 million radiologist errors per annum (Brady,
2017). In order to reduce these errors, there is a
need to develop automated clinical decision sup-
port systems (CDSS) (Eickhoff et al., 2017) that
can interpret medical images and generate written
reports to augment radiologist’s work.

Our research aims to develop machine learning
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models that reason jointly on medical images and
clinical text for advanced search, retrieval, anno-
tation and description of medical images. Specif-
ically, we aim to automatically generate descrip-
tion of medical images, to develop medical visual
question answering system and to develop medical
dialog agents that interact with patients to answer
their queries based on their medical data.

2 Background

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are a special class
of machine learning algorithms that learn in multi-
ple levels, corresponding to different levels of ab-
straction. In this section, we provide an overview
of two of the most common DNNs namely Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recur-
rent Neural Networks (RNNs). Also, we provide a
profile of architectures and various successful ap-
plications in CV and NLP.

2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

In the past, problems such as image classifica-
tion and object detection were approached using
a traditional CV pipeline where hand-crafted fea-
tures were first extracted, followed by learning
algorithms (Srinivas et al., 2016). The perfor-
mance of these systems highly depends upon the
quality of the extracted features and the ability of
the learning algorithms (Fu and Rui, 2017). As
CV progressed, extracting these complex features
became a tedious task, giving rise to algorithms
that can learn directly from the raw data with-
out the need for hand-crafted feature engineering.
The major breakthrough happened in 2012 when
object classification on ImageNet (Russakovsky
et al., 2015) improved vastly from top-5 error
of 25% in 2011 to 16% in 2012. This was the
result of shift from hand-engineered features to
learned deep features (Felsberg, 2017). AlexNet
was the first deep learning model that won the
ILSVRC championship in 2012 by drastically re-
ducing the top-5 error rate on the ImageNet Chal-
lege compared to the previous shallow networks.
Since AlexNet, a series of CNN models have
been proposed that advanced state-of-the-art such
as VGG-16 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014),
GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2015), and Residual
Networks (ResNet) (He et al., 2016). All these
models differ in terms of various structural decom-
positions which led them to have better learning
ability and high predictive performance.

2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are special
networks that process sequential or temporal data
including language, speech, and handwriting.
Learning sequential data requires memory of pre-
vious states and a feedback mechanism. RNNs
form an internal state of the network where con-
nections between units form a cycle, which al-
lows it to exhibit dynamic temporal behavior (Lee
et al., 2017). Simple RNNs suffer from the
vanishing or exploding gradients problem when
trained with gradient based techniques. To over-
come these challenges, Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014)
were introduced which are able to learn very deep
RNNs and can successfully remember sequences
having duration of varying lengths.

2.3 Joint Image and Language Modeling

Due to the success of deep learning techniques in
individual domains of AI including vision, speech
and language, researchers are aiming at problems
at the intersection of vision, language, knowledge
representation and common-sense reasoning. An
ultimate goal of CV is to have comprehensive vi-
sual understanding that involves not only naming
the classes of objects present in a scene, but also
describe their attributes and recognize relation-
ship between objects (Krishna et al., 2017). Much
progress has been made towards this goal, includ-
ing object classification (Krizhevsky et al., 2012),
object detection and localisation (Girshick et al.,
2014), and object and instance segmentation (He
et al., 2017a). On the other hand, the overall goal
of NLP is to understand, draw inferences from,
summarise, translate and generate accurate natu-
ral text and language. State-of-the-art results on
various NLP tasks, including Part-of-Speech tag-
ging (Collobert et al., 2011), Parsing (Dyer et al.,
2015; Vinyals et al., 2015), Named Entity Recog-
nition (Collobert et al., 2011), Semantic Role La-
beling (Zhou and Xu, 2015; He et al., 2017b),
and machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014;
Wu et al., 2016) are pushing towards that goal.
Early work combining vision with language in-
cludes image annotation, where the task is to as-
sign labels to an image. However, image annota-
tion only associates isolated words with the image
content and ignores the relationships between ob-
jects and their relation to the world. To generate
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a coherent interpretation of a scene and describe
it in a natural way, the task of image caption-
ing emerged within the language-vision commu-
nity, together with large-scale captioning datasets
including Flickr30k 1 and MSCOCO 2. Caption-
ing involves generating a textual description that
verbalizes the most salient aspects (objects, at-
tributes, scene properties) of the image by ana-
lyzing it. In order to tackle more complex tasks
that combine vision and language and to develop
high-level reasoning, Visual Question Answer-
ing (VQA) (Stanislaw et al., 2015) was proposed
which is equivalent to Visual Turing Test. In VQA,
the goal is to predict the answer correctly after rea-
soning over the image and a question in natural
text (Teney et al., 2017). To further extend this
task, Visual Dialog (Das et al., 2017a,b) was pro-
posed that requires an AI agent to hold meaning-
ful dialog with humans in natural language about
visual content. Apart from this, research is mov-
ing towards linking language to actions in the real
world, also known as language grounding (Chen
and Mooney, 2011), which finds applications in
human-robot interaction, robotic navigation and
manipulation. Although there has been language-
vision research for these general purpose tasks, its
progress has been underutilised in healthcare.

3 Related Work

Developing clinical decision support has long
been a major research focus in medical image pro-
cessing. In recent years, deep learning models
have outperformed conventional machine learning
approaches in tasks such as dermatologist level
classification of skin lesions (Esteva et al., 2017),
detection of liver lesions (Ben-Cohen et al., 2016),
detection of pathological-image findings (Zhang
et al., 2017a), automated detection of pneumo-
nia from chest X-rays (Rajpurkar et al., 2017),
and segmentation of brain MRI (Milletari et al.,
2016). Although there are many publicly available
datasets for general purpose tasks (Ferraro et al.,
2015), there are few publicly available datasets
in the medical domain. Recently, (Wang et al.,
2017) introduced a large-scale Chest X-ray dataset
named ChestX-ray8 that is publicly available. The
dataset consists of 112, 120 frontal-view chest X-
rays images of 30, 805 patients. The labels of

1http://shannon.cs.illinois.edu/
DenotationGraph/

2http://cocodataset.org/

the images are automatically assigned by applying
NLP techniques to the paired radiology reports.
(Zhang et al., 2017b) proposed MD-Net, that can
read pathology bladder cancer images, can gener-
ate diagnostic reports, retrieve images by symp-
tom descriptions, and provide justification of the
decision process by highlighting image regions us-
ing an attention mechanism. Moreover, (Shin
et al., 2016) proposed CNN-RNN model that can
efficiently detect a disease in medical image, find
the context (e.g. location and severity of affected
organ) and also correlate the salient regions of
the image with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
terms. They work on Open-i (U.S. NLM), a pub-
licly available dataset that consists of 3955 radi-
ology reports from the Indiana Network for Pa-
tient Care, and 7, 470 associated chest X-rays from
the hospitals' PACS. Evaluation in terms of BLEU
score (Papineni et al., 2002) demonstrates that the
model is able to locate diseases and able to gener-
ate Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms with
high precision.

In addition, ImageCLEF challenges3 have been
leading advances in the medical field by promot-
ing evaluation of technologies for annotation, in-
dexing and retrieval of textual data and medical
images (Ionescu et al., 2017). Motivated by the
need for automated image understanding meth-
ods in the healthcare domain, ImageCLEF orga-
nized its first concept detection and caption pre-
diction tasks in 2017 (Eickhoff et al., 2017). The
ImageCLEFcaption challenge consists of two sub
tasks including Concept detection and Caption
prediction. The concept detection task consists of
identifying the UMLS Concept Unique Identifiers
(CUIs). Majority of the submissions consider con-
cept detection as a multi-label classification task.
As both of these tasks are inter-related, there has
been work where first concepts in the medical im-
ages are identified and then captions are gener-
ated based on the predicted concepts. (Abacha
et al., 2017) consider CUIs in the training set as
the labels to be assigned. Two methods namely
CNN based approach and the Binary Relevance
via Decision Trees (BR-DT) were used. In (Hasan
et al., 2017), an encoder-decoder based framework
is used where image features are extracted using
CNN and RNN-based architecture with attention
mechanism is used to translate the image features
to relevant captions. In (Rahman et al., 2017), a

3http://www.imageclef.org/

http://shannon.cs.illinois.edu/DenotationGraph/
http://shannon.cs.illinois.edu/DenotationGraph/
http://cocodataset.org/
http://www.imageclef.org/
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Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) based ap-
prroach is used where first images in both training
and validation sets are indexed by extracting sev-
eral low-level color, texture and edge-related vi-
sual features. The similarity search is then used
to find the closest matching image in the train (or
validation set) for each each query (test) image for
caption prediction. For similarity matching, each
feature is concatenated to form a combined fea-
ture vector and Euclidean distance is used for k-
Nearest Neighbor image similarity.

In the ImageCLEF challenge, submissions var-
ried in their usage of external resources. For
instance (Hasan et al., 2017) do semantic pre-
processing of captions using MetaMap and UMLS
meta-thesaurus. Pre-training CNN models on
PubMed Central images helped in boosting effec-
tiveness compared to training on general purpose
ImageNet dataset. Although these challenges pro-
vide labeled medical images for modality clas-
sification and concept predictions, the datasets
are still much smaller (thousands of images) than
the ImageNet dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015)
which contains 1.2 million natural images. More-
over, there are issues with ImageCLEFcaption
dataset as the UMLS concepts are extracted using
probabilistic process which introduces errors. The
analysis of dataset showed that some of the images
had no concepts attached.

Learning image context from the correspond-
ing clinical text and generating textual reports very
similar to radiologists has not yet been achieved.
With recent advancements in machine learning
(specially deep learning), it is not hard to imagine
an opportunity to aid radiologists by developing
multimodal clinical decision support systems.

4 Proposed Research

We identify research gaps in the intersection of
medical imaging, computer vision and natural lan-
guage processing as listed in in the following re-
search questions. Our work will address some of
these gaps.

How to automatically generate a radiology
report for a given medical image?
In medical imaging, the accurate diagnosis or as-
sessment of a disease depends on both image ac-
quisition and image interpretation. While im-
age acquisition has improved substantially due to
faster rates and increased resolution of the acqui-
sition devices, image interpretation is still per-

formed by a radiologist, where the radiologist has
only a few minutes with an imaging study to de-
scribe the findings in the form of radiology report.
Such reporting is a time-consuming task and of-
ten represents a bottleneck in the clinical diagno-
sis pipeline (Ionescu et al., 2017). We will develop
machine learning models that automatically gener-
ate radiology reports by interpreting medical im-
ages in order to augment the radiology practice.

How to develop a question answering system
that can reason over medical images?

There has been growing interest in AI to support
clinical decision making and in improving clini-
cal work-flow by better patient engagement. Au-
tomated systems that can interpret complex med-
ical images and provide findings in natural lan-
guage text can significantly enhance the produc-
tivity of hospitals, reduce burden on radiologists
and provide a “second opinion”, leading to re-
duced errors in radiology practice. VQA (Stanis-
law et al., 2015) has been successful on generic
images, but it has not been explored in the med-
ical domain. We will develop machine learning
models that combine NLP and CV techniques to
answer clinically relevant questions based on med-
ical images. Subsequently, clinical visual dialog
systems could be developed based on the models
for medical VQA. The dialog agent will respond
to patient’s queries in an interactive manner based
on medical images, clinical text reports and past
history of the patient.

How to annotate medical images from the
accompanied radiology reports in a weakly
supervised manner?

A large volume of medical imaging data and text
is accumulated in hosptitals' PACS. To harness
this data for advancing healthcare is challeng-
ing. Manual annotation of medical data is almost
impossible due to the complex nature of medi-
cal images, requirement of domain expertise, pri-
vacy, ethics and healthcare data regulations. The
processing of clinical text is challenging due to
combinations of ad-hoc formatting, eliding words
which can be inferred from context, and liberal use
of parenthetical expressions, jargon and acronyms
to increase the information density. We will ex-
plore NLP techniques to annotate medical images
from the accompanying radiology reports.
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How to highlight the relevant area in a medical
image based on the features extracted from
radiology reports?
Although machine learning, especially deep learn-
ing, models have been successful in various do-
mains, they are often treated as black boxes. While
this might not be a problem in other more deter-
ministic domains such as image annotation (where
the end user can objectively validate the tags as-
signed to the images), in health care, not only the
quantitative algorithmic performance is important,
but also the reason why the algorithms works is
relevant. In fact, model interpretability is crucial
for convincing medical professionals of the valid-
ity of actions recommended by predictive systems.
We will develop models using CV, NLP and atten-
tion mechanisms which highlight the relevant area
in a medical image based on the feature extracted
from the radiology reports.

How to train machine learning models when
data is small or classes are imbalanced?
Obtaining datasets in the medical imaging domain
that are as comprehensively annotated as Ima-
geNet remains a challenge. When sufficient data
is not available, transfer learning or fine tuning are
the ways to proceed. In transfer learning, CNN
models pre-trained from natural image dataset or
from a different medical domain are used for a
new medical task at hand. On the other hand, in
fine-tuning, when a medium sized dataset does ex-
ist for the task at hand, one suggested scheme is to
use a pre-trained CNN as initialisation of the net-
work, following which further supervised training
is conducted, of selected network layers, using the
new data for the task at hand. In this task, we will
explore the effectiveness of transfer learning and
fine-tuning in the medical domain.

How to incorporate the temporal nature of
diseases in machine learning models?
Diseases evolve and change over time in a non-
deterministic manner. The existing deep learning
models assume static vector-based inputs, which
do not take time factor into consideration. In or-
der to understand the temporal nature of healthcare
data, we need to develop deep learning models
whose parameters gets incrementally updated with
time. Considering that the time factor is impor-
tant in all kinds of healthcare problems, training
a time-sensitive machine learning model is critical
for a better understanding of the patient condition

and providing timely clinical decision support. We
will work towards exploring ways of how to incor-
porate temporal information in the machine learn-
ing models to have temporal reasoning. This will
help in understanding the progressive nature of
diseases and to alert medical staff about the chang-
ing conditions of patients at right time.

How to increase the number of features to
improve performance and robustness of
CDSS?
Due to rise of Electronic Health Records (or
EHR), hospitals store data in various forms in-
cluding patient’s medical history, demographics,
progress notes, medications, vital signs, immu-
nizations, laboratory data, genetics and genomics
data, and radiology reports. Combining two or
more modalities allows integration of the strengths
of individual modalities. We will work towards
combining various data sources in healthcare so
that better decisions can be made, in turn re-
sulting in achieving the overall goal of precision
medicine.

How to develop bi-directional models for
medical indexing and retrieval?
With the widespread use of EHR and PACS tech-
nology in hospitals, the size of medical data is
growing rapidly, which in turn demands effective
and efficient retrieval systems. Clinical and radi-
ology practices heavily rely on processing stored
medical data providing aid in decision making and
increasing productivity. Existing medical retrieval
systems have limitations in terms of the seman-
tic gap (between the low level visual information
captured by imaging devices and the high level
semantics perceived by humans) (Qayyum et al.,
2017). We will develop bi-directional multimodal
machine learning models that perform retrieval
based on both textual and visual content. The pro-
posed approach can retrieve medical images either
based on the textual query as an input or by pro-
viding sample query images. In addition, the de-
veloped model can also align images and text in
large medical data collections.

5 Expermental Framework

5.1 Datasets
The proposed research work has approval from
Macquarie University Human Research Ethics
Committee to use medical data from Macquarie
University Hospital. We will also use datasets
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that are publicly available such as ChestX-Ray8,
Open-i 4, and ImageCLEF 5 challenge datasets.
These datasets comprise of medical images and
their accompanied text in the form of disease la-
bels or caption, mined from open source biomedi-
cal literature and image collections.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

For medical captioning task, we will use
standard image captioning metrics such as
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE (Lin,
2004), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005),
CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015), and SPICE (An-
derson et al., 2016). For VQA in the medical do-
main, we will use accuracy for multiple-choice
questions, but to measure how much a predicted
answer differs from ground truth based on differ-
ences in their semantic meaning, Wu-Palmer Simi-
larity (Wu and Palmer, 1994) will be used. For the
Visual-Dialog task in the medical domain, an algo-
rithm has to return candidate answers for a given
medical image, dialog history, question, and a list
of candidate answers. We will use two standard re-
trieval metrics namely, recall@k and mean recip-
rocal rank (MRR) (Das et al., 2017a). In the task
of medical retrieval system, the evaluation task is
to measure how effectively an algorithm is able to
produce search results to satisfy the user’s query
in the form of sample image or complex textual
query. For this task, standard information retrieval
metrics such as Precision, Recall, and F-score will
be used.

5.3 Baseline Methods

There are three main approaches to generate im-
age captions: (1) Using templates that rely on
detectors and map the output to linguistic struc-
tures; (2) Using language models that yield more
expressive captions overcoming the limitations of
template based approach; and, (3) Caption re-
trieval and recombination that involves retrieving
captions based on training data instead of gen-
erating new captions. We will work on CNN-
RNN framework and caption retrieval approaches.
The model proposed by Hasan et al. (2017) was
ranked first in the caption prediction task in the
ImageCLEF challenge, which was based on deep
learning approach using language models. Apart
from this, deep learning methods have demon-

4https://openi.nlm.nih.gov/
5http://www.imageclef.org/

strated successful results in general purpose im-
age captioning, therefore the first baseline method
is to incorporate an encoder-decoder based archi-
tecture. Specifically, initial image features will
be extracted using a CNN model, namely VGG-
19, which is pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset
and is fine-tuned on the given ImageCLEF train-
ing dataset to extract the image features from a
lower convolution layer such that the decoder can
focus on the salient aspects of the image via an at-
tention mechanism. Second, text features will be
extracted and pre-processed. Two reserved words
namely start and end are appended to indicate the
start and end of the captions. While training, the
output of the last hidden layer of the CNN model
(Encoder) is given to the first time step of the
LSTM (decoder). We set x1 = start and the de-
sired label, y1 = first word of the caption. Simi-
larly, we set the all the remaining words and finally
the last target label yT = end token. The model
will be trained with an adaptive learning rate op-
timization algorithm, and dropout as a regulariza-
tion mechanism. The model hyper-parameters are
tuned based on the BLEU score on the validation
set. Once the model is trained, captions are gen-
erated on the test images by predicting one word
at every time step based on the context vector, the
previous hidden state, and the previously gener-
ated words.

6 Conclusion

We argue the need for language and vision re-
search in the medical domain by showing its suc-
cessful applications on general purpose tasks. We
identify various research directions in the medi-
cal imaging applications that have not been fully
explored, and can be solved by combining vision
and language processing. This research aims to
develop machine learning models that jointly rea-
son over medical images and accompanying clin-
ical text in radiology. The proposed research is
fruitful in advancing healthcare by building vari-
ous clinical decision support systems to augment
radiologist's work.
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